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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to investigate the process of acquiring

Embedded Computer Systems (ECS) within the United States A ir Force and

the Department of Defense. The major objective is to provide a descrip-

tive model of the Embedded Computer System acquisition process. It is

recognized that methods, procedures, rules and regulati ons applying to

ECS acquisitions are dynamic in nature. This model therefore depicts the

ECS acquisition process in its current state. This study is intended to

be of assistance to those charged wi th managing acquisitions and develop-

ing solutions to the many problems of acquiring ECS. Definitions of 

terms and concepts which become troublesome in ECS procurements are pro-

vided and software is placed in proper perspective with hardware. The

entire acquisition process for Embedded Computer Systems is described to

serve as a source document for system managers. Another objective is to

remind the seasoned software manager that concurrent wi th elevating the

status of software to a major area of concern in ECS, we must not lose

sight of the importance of hardware.

The primary emphasis of the model is on the interrelationships be-

tween the hardware and software tasks to be accomplished duri ng ful l

scale development. It is intended to cover the acquisition process from

a conceptual point of view , rather than provide a “cookbook” approach to

acquiring Embedded Computer Systems. The focus is to introduce the con-

cept of an interdependent system of hardware and software development for

ECS. Even though many concepts are the same for both Automatic Data

Processing (ADP) and Embedded Computer Systems, no attempt was made to

cover ADP systems. 
.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, almost all major Department of Defense (DOD) weapon systems

are dependent to some extent upon internal computer systems. Large

systems such as the B-i Bomber, Trident Submarine or the F-15 Air Supe-

riority Fighter are critically dependent on the proper operation of

these Embedded Computer Systems. A key component of these electrical-

mechanica l systems has become the computer and its integrated software.

A. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SOFTWARE COSTS

One of the most perplexing and urgent problems now facing the DOD

is how to control the mushrooming costs of the software needed to

operate Embedded Computer Systems. The DOD now spends billions of

dollars annua lly on software. These costs are projected to continue to

rise in the foreseeable future. In some recent major programs the cost

of embedded computer software has been three times the cost of its

accompanying hardware. (1) Intuition might lead us to believe that, if

software is three times as expensive as hardware, managers are paying

three times as much attention to software as hardware. Sadly, this has

not been the case. Only in the last few years has higher management

wi thin the DOD focused on the problem of managing the embedded software

acquisition process. The situation has become so serious that almost

the entire issue of the Defense Management Journal for October 1975 was

devoted to the subject of managing software acquisitions .

To illus trate how drasti cally software costs have risen, we need

only look at the cost of software as a percentage of the total costs for

computer systems. In 1955 the cost of software was approximately 17% of
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the cost for the average computer system, and by 1974 the cost of soft-

ware had risen to 65-70% of the total computer system costs. The cost

of software is projected to rise even further, up to about 85% by the

1980s (see Figure 1). (1) We might ask, just how expensive is embedded

computer software? It has been estimated that DOD annuall y spends from

3 to 3.5 billion dollars on the various forms of software. Approximately

55% to 75% of these dollars can be classified as weapons systems (embed-

ded) software costs. (1) We can see that an annual savings of only 1%

in the cost of software could easily exceed 26 million dollars .

It seems that the spiraling use of embedded computers in major

weapons systems has not been accompanied by appropriate management tech-

niques, tai lored to the unique environment of acquiring embedded com-

puter software. This lack of management response within both DOD and

industry may be one reason for the escalating cost of software. Unli ke

hardware, software i s not something that you can see, feel or touch . It

is an intangibl e product. Consequently, managers and engineers have

perhaps concentrated on the things that they could see and visualize

easily (hardware), and neglected the software allowing it to become a

major source of problems in the total system acquisitions process.

B. THESIS OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the process of acquir-

ing Embedded Computer Systems (ECS) within the United States Air Force

and the Department of Defense. The major objective is to provide a

descripti ve model of the Embedded Computer System acquisiti on process.

The first section of the thesis introduces the subject of Embedded

Computer Systems and their increasing significance in terms of a system ’s

cost. After a brief review of the complex array of problems that
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confront today ’s managers, specific concepts and definitions which become

troublesome to ECS procurement managers are developed . The next section

reviews the current literature pertaining to ECS. Then the ECS acquisi-

tion life cycle model is developed consisting of concept formulation ,

validation , full scale development, production , deployment , operation ,

maintenance and retirement.

The primary emphasis is on the interrelationships between the hard-

ware and software tasks to be accomplished during full scale development.

It is intended to cover the acquisition process from a conceptual point

of view , rather than provide a “cookbook” approach to acquiring Embedded

Computer Systems. The focus is to introduce the concept of an inter-

dependent system of hardware and software development for ECS. Even

though many concepts are the same for both Automatic Data Processing

(ADP) and Embedded Computer Systems (ECS), no attempt was made to cover

ADP systems. The study is intended primarily for the manager who is new

to the acquisition of Embedded Computer Systems.

~~
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Management disciplines have evolved and kept pace with the innova-

tions and changing hardware technologies . This has allowed great in-

creases in computer hardware capability , while at the same time bringing

about reductions or at least moderate increases in the costs. Software

management disciplines , however, have not kept pace with the demands and

expectations attendant with increased dependency of weapon systems on

embedded computers. Concern within the DOD about ECS management is

evidenced by the rapidly incr~a~ing number of government reports and

studies on the subject. A quick review of the Government Reports Index

or Defense Information Exchange Service l i sting on software management

will show a yearly escalation in the numbers of articles since 1971 .

In reading the software literature of the last three years, there is

a wealth of work being done on the individual problems i denti f led in

Figure 2. (2) Articles discussing particul ar programs , programmi ng tech-

niques or rel i ability of software are numerous. Singularly lacking are

articles attempting to put the entire system of embedded ccmputer soft-

ware acqu isition in perspective. Boehm ’s excellent 1973 article assess-

ing the impact of software is an admirable job of putting software in

perspective and setting the stage for further data gathering and

research .

Our efforts will begin by a review of the problems and continue

wi th existing solutions before developing a descriptive model . A

criti cal examination of the model from the current users ’ points of view

wi ll fol low.

~
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~1A. REV IEW OF PROBLEMS

No discussion of the procurement process for software would be com-

plete wi thout some mention of the specifi c problems associated wi th

acquisition . In a recent DOD study 55 general categories of problems

were listed . (2) Each phase of the acquisition cycle was depicted wi th

its own distinct problems . Each problem shown in Figure 2 has a causal

relati onship, and a cascading effect on the succeeding probl ems. The

interrelationship of these problems is the subject of a major portion of

the current research in this field. An examination of these problems

leads us to the conclusions which were reached by Deputy Ass istant

Secretary of Defense Jacques S. Gansl er, who stated that the most

critical problems now facing the DOD and industry in ECS are: (3)

1. Insufficient control over rapidly growing software expenditures.

2. Insufficient research and development in software production.

3. The need for improvements in weapons systems software management.

Recent studies and articles written about the problems inherent in

developing computer systems lament as a major problem the lack of visi-

bility into the abstract nature of the process of converting systems

(mission ) requirements into a viable system of software and hardware.

After studying the results of 10 major DOD sponsored studies concerned

wi th the procurement of Embedded Computer Systems, The Johns Hopkins

University Applied Physics Laboratory report stated that:

(1) “The poor understanding of software is generally agreed
to contribute to the poor management of Embedded Computer
Systems procurements.”

and that,

(2) “A wide variation exists in the degree to which program
managers (SIC) are staffed wi th personnel competent in
systems engineering and software applications. ” (2) 
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We find by reading the current literature that consideration of software

as a subcomponent of major importance (equal or exceeding hardware) has

been only a recent development. This increased elevation of the status

of software is the direct resul t of the shifting of the majority of

expense from hardware to the software over the last three decades (see

Figure 1).

This theme, the lack of understanding of the basic underlying rela-

tionships (between hardware and software), was further emphasized by

Davis in his paper presented to the Joint Logisti cs Comanders Software

Reliability Work Group. Davis said that:

(1) “Much of the approval chain in computer systems (both pro-
curement and R&D) is made of people who are not up to speed in
contemporary computer business, and not sufficiently supported
by people who are.” (4, 39)

(2) “There is an insufficient number of ski lle d software
workers in research, technique development and practice .”
(4, 40)

(3) “Computer systems are often considered as hardware apart
from software. This failure to consider the total system (both
hardware and software together) has caused many problems .”
(4, 41)

Wol verton and Schick confirmed that the underlying premi se for im-

proving reliability and solving problems of acquiring software “ . . . re-
quires understanding of the total software development and test cycle.”

(5)

The lack of understanding (by managers) was a major theme of the

sumary report of the Joint Logistics Commanders Electronic Systems

Reliability Work Group (6) and the studies performed by both the Johns

Hopkins Appl ied Physics Laboratory (2) and the Mi tre Corporation . (7)

The findings of all three groups were that:
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“DOD and the services have compiled a large number of regula-
tions , directives and standards for systems acquisition man-
agement. In general these directives were written for hard-
ware and do not focus on software issues. DOD standards have
almost exclusively revolved around one aspect of software
development and acquisition: software configuration manage-
ment. Attempts have been made to borrow terminology and cor-
responding regulations and standards from the hardware world ,
unsuitably modify and apply them to software ... As a
result, the number of documents has proliferated and a number
of inconsistencies and conflicts between them exist. ” (6)

In 1974 the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and

Logistics) and the Joint Loç~isti cs Commanders of all the services estab-

lished a joint office of the Secretary/Services Weapon System Steering

Comittee to attack the problems of Embedded Computer Software resource

acquisitions . The steering committee issued a proposed capstone direc-

tive which was a statement of policies and proposed principles for

future directives on software management pol icies. (8) This di rective

was the first of what is to be a massive overhaul of all perti nent

directives , regulations and military standards dealing with the acquisi-

tion of Embedded Computer Systems. This overhaul is designed to correct

inconsistencies in the coverage of current regulations and directives ,

and to develop a consistent coordinated systems methodology for dealing

wi th the acquisition of Embedded Computer Systems. Actions are now

underway to:

“Prepare and ma intain appropriate guidance documents (e.g.
guidel ines, checklists , handbooks and descriptive examples)
covering requirements definition , development, acquisition ,
operation and support issues attendant to computer software
in defense systems.” (9)

Mitre Corporation in their study proposed that a series of guide-

books be prepared to guide both the software practitioner and program

project managers. (7) Some of these guidebooks are now starting to 

. - - - - — - —- ---~~~~—- -- —-. -•~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~ -.
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appear in DOD channels. (10, 11 , 12) The proposed l ist of guidebooks

is as follows :

1. Project Guide to Content Requirement and Audience Needs

2. Regulations, Specifi cations and Standards

3. Contracting for Software Acquisition

4. Measuring and Reporting Software Status

5. Statement of Work (SOW) Preparation

6. Review and Audits

7. Configuration Management

8. Requirements Specification

9. Software Documentation Requirements

10. Verification

11 . Val idation and Certification

12. Management Reporting by Software Director

13. Computer Program Maintenance

14. Software Qual ity Assurance

15. Software Cost Estimating and Measuring

B. CURRENT APPROACHES

Many authors have added much to our understandi ng of the process

of developing and acquiring computer software. Singularly lacking in

the current literature is a description of the process for developing

and acquiring an integrated system of hardware/software. In reviewi ng

over 600 abstracts and a detailed review of over 100 articles and papers

no descri ption was found that could truly be termed an Embedded Computer

System acquisition model that described the process of acquiring

software and hardware as an integrated system. The current literature 

~~~~~“---- — -. ,. -~~~~~~~~~ - •  —-, —.- - .-- —-~~- -~~~~
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on computer software and ECS can be put into two genera l categories .

The first, which we have already discussed is the category of authors

who are investigating and describing their approach to some technical

problem. A comprehensive list of problem research areas can be compi led

from Figure 2. The bulk of the remaining literature deals wi th various

approaches to the management of computer software acquisition . A

partial list of articles dealing with the acquisition of software can be

found in the paragraphs below and in the Bibliography .

A major common point found in the second category of literature is

the description of the software acquisition process in isolation . The

tasks and events whi ch occur during software acquisiti on are related

with no attempt to describe the hardware tasks and events which should be

occurring simul taneously. One of many examples of this isolated descrip-

tion of the software acquisition process can be obtained from the paper

written by Zabriskie. In his paper, “Development of Weapon Systems

Computer Programs: Guidel ines for Control l i ng During FSD,” (13) Zabriskie

does an admirable job of clearly detailing a process for the development

of computer software. This articl e provides a comprehensive list of

tasks to be performed during thirteen stages of the software development

process. He goes on to provide guidelines during each stage of develop-

ment and proposes that a separate work break down structure be created

for computer programs. Although the paper was very i nformative , and we

should consider it a basic source document, Zabriskie covers only

software development activities and does not relate hardware tasks.

With one or two notable exceptions , little attempt has been made to

relate the software development and acquisition activities to the DOD

weapons systems acquisiti on phases of concept formula tion , validation ,
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full scale development, production , operation and maintenance . Etheredge

presents a general model of the software development activities for auto-

matic data processing systems. (14) This is a three-step model consist-

ing of:.l) analysis and design , 2) impl ementation and test, and 3)

delivery and maintenance. Like Zabriskie , Etheredge discusses acquisi-

tion activities only during the full scale development phase and does

not relate these activities to hardware activities . One notable excep-

tion is the article written by Nelson . In his “Management Handbook for

the Estimation of Computer Programing Costs” (15) Nelson describes a

six—phase acquisition cycle for automatic data processing software. Each

of these phases has been related to the Air Force acquisition cycle as

described by the 375 series of manuals. No attempt , however, is made to

relate these activities to the activities necessary to procure ECS, nor

is hardware di scussed.

The literature separates the acquisition process for software into

from three to thirteen separate distinct activities or phases . A partial

list of the number of phases proposed by the various authors is as

fol lows :

1. Etheredge--three phases (14)

2. Merwin--four phases (16)

3. Capps--five phases (17)

4. Nelson--six phases (15)

5. Mathis and Willmorth-—nine phases (18)

6. Bucciarelli--eleven phases (19)

7. Zabriskie--thirteen phases (13)

These proposed models of the software phases during acquisition , all

basically contain the same activities. The model s differ in their

________________ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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groupings and the titles assigned to each phase. The confusion created

by the many varied models will not be cleared up unti l the acquisition

activities are directly related to the concept formulation , validation ,

full scale development, production and operation/maintenance phases of

the DOD acquisition model .

To summarize, we can say that the current literature contains a

number of common approaches. A large portion of the literature discusses

the acquisition of computer software from an automatic data processing

view rather than an ECS viewpoint . This is understandabl e because the

concept of an Embedded Computer System of hardware and software is

relatively new. Those who study ECS end up by discussing computer sof t-

ware in isolation from hardware. Little attempt has been made to date to

relate ECS to the total DOD acquisiti on cycle.

C. CONCLUSIONS

For those most intimately involved , the management system for pro-

curing embedded software may seem obvious . But is it really? The

answers to the following questions will provide a useful starting point

for any research that attempts to solve software problems. What is the

normal model of an embedded software acquisition? Is it different from

a hardware or strictly software procurement? If different, why is it

different? If identical to hardware and automatic data processing pro-

curements, should it be different? Shoul d events happen in a certai n

sequence? What are the interrelationships between events and tasks?

Software is normally on the critica l path for an integrated Embedded

Computer Systems procurement. Is this because the development of

computer hardware precedes the basic decisions and development of 

~—--- -~~~~~~-—-
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software? Boehm discusses the concept of developing the software first

and then developing the hardware. (2) Is this forbidden by the tenets of

the acquisition model? If software was developed first, would signifi-

cant cost savings result?

Only by developing a clear and concise understanding of the acquisi-

tion process for Embedded Computer Systems, will we be started on the

road to success through better management. Scientists and engineers

thoroughly study a new virus , before attempting to develop a vaccine to

effect a cure or prevent disease. We must get back to the basic

phenomena that we are dealing wi th and completely understand that before

attempting to mold that phenomena to our needs. The next chapter will

present a descriptive model of ECS acquisition process towards this end . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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III. THE EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEM MODEL

A. TRADITIONA L LIFE CYCLE PHASES

Department of Defense Weapons systems are general ly described as

going through five phases during their life cycle. The phases in

sequence are: concept formul ation , program validation , full scale devel-

opment, production and deployment. A standard graphical description of

these phases is shown in Figure 3. Most authors who are

primarily concerned with the acquisition process have limited their

definitions and concerns to those activities necessary to develop and

deploy a new system. Al though this study is also primarily concerned

with the acquisition process, an expanded depiction is presented so that

the reader may have a more accurate pi cture of a system ’s l ife cycle.

Before a new system can be seriously considered for acquisition

some change in the environment must occur. The mi l itary threat may

change or technological advances may be made that allow significant in-

creases in military capabiliti es. Existing systems may be aging and

deteriorating. Many different changes may occur i n the ~nv i ronment, but

the key is that there must be a felt need before a new system can be

conceptualized.

During the Concept Formulation Phase the emphasis is on whether or

not the felt need can or should be established as a firm requirement.

Various studies are performed to determine if the envisioned systems are

technically/economically feasible and if it can be produced in time to

real ize the desired benefits. Advanced exploratory development is some-

times accomplished during this phase to determine the feasibility of a

.4 I
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“state of the art” technology , prior to the start of the Validation

Phase.

The Validation Phase was formerly called the contract definition

phase or project definition phase. During this phase only the minimum

preliminary design and engineering necessary to define the system ’s per-

formance is accomplished . Any design work accompl i shed during the con-

cept formulation phase is verified. The major technical approaches are

validated through extensive analysis and possibly even some hardware

development . The last part of thi s phase resul ts in a contract defini-

tion to be implemented during the Full Scale Development (FSD) Phase.

The activities of the Full Scale Development Phase normally include

design , prototyping and testing of the new system. The development

phase is very complex and will be covered in more detail later.

The Production Phase may cover the production of one i tem or of

many items. In the case of one item, the Production Phase is a continua-

tion of the development process. In production of many i tems we

have the traditional mass production line. The topics of acceptance and

quality assurance become increasingly important.

In the Deployment Phase the first production system is taken to an

operating locati on. The activiti es of this phase can be considered a

shake—down cruise prior to placing the system or systems into operation.

This phase normally terminates with a formal statement that the system

is operationa l (Initial Operating Capability).

The Operation and Maintenance Phase for major systems usual ly runs

from 10 to 20 years in length or even longer. During this phase the

system is operated and maintained , and modifications are made to update

capabilities . When the system can no longer fulfill its function 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(mission) either through age (degradation) or not being able to keep up

with changing threat, it will be considered for replacement and retire-

ment.

The fina l stage of a system’s life is retirement from active use

either through permanent retirement or sale.

B. BASIC CONCEPTS

Before continuing the discussion of the acquisition process for

software , some clarification and definition of terms is in order. A

complete list of software related definitions is beyond the scope of this

paper, but a clear understanding of Embedded Computer Systems and em-

bedded computer software is necessary to our investigation .

The first concept that we must understand is software. What is

software ? We can ’t see it , feel it or touch it! Software can be many

things , depending on your point of view . In some applications software

is simply paper . In other application s software is considered as any

pliable , soft, flexible product such as rubber or vinyl . For example ,

the rubber molding around the windshield of an automobile might be con-

sidered software. In computer systems the definition of software is not

precise. Different authors use different definitions depending on their

pur pose.

We will use common aspects of various definitions which seem to fit

our purposes here. We will consider the term software to be synonymous

with the term computer program. So software can be said to be all the

computer programs which cause the computer to function correctly, (2)

an d wh ich are necessar y for ma i nten ance , test and modification .

The definiti on of software normally excludes the accompanying tech-

nical documentation . Computer listi ngs , printouts , flow diagrams and
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other information which explain the software, are considered descrip-

tions of the software but not the software itself. From an overall pro-

curement and cost viewpoint , we should consider the technical documenta-

tion to be not separable from the software. A large portion of embedded

software costs are the costs of procuring the technical data to allow

understanding , updates and later modification of computer programs by

the user as the need arises.

We have previously defined software as being synonymous wi th com-

puter programs. Now the question becomes , what is a computer program?

A compjjter program or programs can be defined as the series of instruc-

tions which are designed to cause that computer to do computations or

execute certain functions. (2)

Now that we have a working definition of software, we need to extend

our understanding to the concept of Embedded Computer Systems. An

Embedded Computer System as used wi thin the DOD is a system which is

dedicated to a specific function within a larger system whose primary

function is not data processing. Electrical-mechanical systems such as

DOD weapon systems with integrated Embedded Computer Systems are enumer-

able. There are two key characteristics of Embedded Computer Systems,

which distinguish them quite well from other computer systems. In an

Embedded Computer System the hardware and software are designed and

developed simultaneously. In non-embedded (general purpose) computer

systems t~ie hardware is developed to be compatible with a multitude of

programing purposes. The software is developed separately to work with

some general purpose machine and perform some specific function. The

embedded computer and its software are developed as an integral part of

the much larger electrical-mechanica l system. Another characteristic of

-4 
-.-~~~~---- —~~ ~~-
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note is that the embedded systems are mobile. That is , they are within

a moving system wi th all the impl i cations of miniaturization , cooling

and power requirements. (2)

The definitions above are presented to establish the basic software

concepts necessary to understanding Embedded Computer Systems. The

definitions bel ow are presented to add clari ty to the embedded computer

acquisition model , which will be presented later.

When a manager or a non-technical person first comes into contact

with Embedded Computer Systems, some concepts related to the procurement

process are very hard to grasp. Troubl e can be expected to arise when a

person familiar with a term in an equipment sense must transfer to a

computer sense which is subtly different. If the initial understanding

is faulty, misconceptions can be carried for years, causing problems or

controversy.

This section of the report is by no means intended to convey a

compl ete set of definitions , for either the procurement process or Em-

bedded Computer Systems. A comple te and comprehensive set of defini tions

is available from various military standards and regulations .

Reliability is a term which has a significant change in meaning and

the implementation of requirements when swi tching from the hardware

(equipment) to the software (computer programs) sense. Reliability can

be generally taken to mean the degree to wh i ch sati sfactory performance

can be expected. The Defense Standardization Manual 4120.3 - M states

that,

“Rel iability is the probability of performance (of a given
piece of equipment or part) of a specified function wi thout
fai lure under given condi tions for a specified period of
time.” (20, 5-22)

-—
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Equipment (hardware) reliabilit y requirements are normally specified as

failure rates or the mean time between failures . While this definition

may be satisfactory for hardware, it is not entirely satisfactory when we

refer to sof tware. Fi rst, software does not normally fail , at least in

the sense that it suddenly stops functi oning. Software does not phys-

ically degrade, thus it is not subject to sudden catastrophic failure .

Software will almost always repeatedly do what the programmer coded it to

do, and yet still may not meet the functiona l (operation) performance

requirements . To give software reliability a meaningful definition , The

Joint Logi stics Commanders Software Rel iabi l ity Work Group has defi ned

software reliability as,

“ ...the probability that software will satisfy stated opera-
tional requirements for a specified time internal or a unit
time applicati on in the operationa l environment.” (6, 87)

This al lows a definition of reliable software even though it may

have errors (programmer, coding or design), yet still performs its opera-

tional functions satisfactorily. The Reliability Work Group goes on to

say that, “There is no quantifiable means at present to measure software

reliability .” (6, 89) But they do list some qualitative indicators .

So we can see that although the manager has a definition of relia-

bility for software, it is impossible to prove that the software is

reliable. The most that a manager can expect is to gain a feeling for

the probability of reliability through historical records of the develop-

mental and operational testing performed.

For many years the DOD has treated software for embedded computers

as technical data. This procedure has gi ven rise to some particular

problems wi th the terms validation and verification . It is interesting

to note that the term validati on appears during the procurement process
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in three distinctly different senses. Before a contract is let for

developments the project must go through what is termed The Validation

Phase. During this effort the preliminary design and engineering con-

cepts for the Embedded Computer System are verified or accomplished and

firm contract management plann ing is performed.

The concept of validation again appears during the development pro-

cess just prior to the start of production or just prior to operation

for a one-of-a—kind system. Validation is used to prove that the system

complies wi th its specified performance.

Air Force regulation 800—14 defines validation of computer programs

as the process of determining that the computer programs (software) were

developed in accordance wi th its stated specification , and verification

as the process of determining that the computer programs (software)

satisfactorily perform in the mission environment, the functions for

which ‘it was designed . (21) Notice the word satisfactorily used in the

software definiti on. Because of the impossibility of checking all of

the logical paths, the most we can strive for is satisfactory performance

coupled wi th an assurance (through documentation) that the software was

developed properly. I repeat we can never prove that this software is

100% reliable. In hardware testing we can physically check all its

circuits for proper operation , and except for future degradation , we can

say that we have proven its performance.

The terms validation and verifi cation again appear toward the later

parts of the Development Phase , when the technical data (repair manuals ,

users manuals , etc.) are prepared as Technical Orders (T.O.s). In the

T.O. sense, validati on is the process in which the contractor proves

the adequacy and accuracy of the information contained in the document. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Through check—out tests, calibration and other procedures the contractor

assures compatibility between the document and the requirements specifi-

cati on for the system. Verification in the 1.0. sense is the process by

which Air Force personnel test and prove that the 1.0. is clear , logica l

and sufficient for operation and maintaining the system. Verifi cation

tests are also used for certifying that the T.O.s are compatible wi th

pertinent hardware, tools and support equipment. This is normally

accomplished during the Air Force test phase prior to deployment of the

system. (22) A summary of the terms validation/verification might read

as fol lows:

1. In the Val idation Phase of a procurement cycle we assure that

the prel imi nary design will meet the needs of the mission , and

do advance planning for a later development contract.

2. Hardware val idation is the process where the contractor proves

that the equipment complies with its specification performance

requirements .

3. Software validation/verification is the process where the con-

tractor shows that the software was devel oped in accordance

wi th the specification and satisfactorily performs.

4. Technical Order Validation . The contractor proves the adequacy

and accuracy of the technical document.

5. Technical Order Verification. The Air Force verifies that the

document is clear , logical and compatib le with the support tools

and equipment.

C. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

1. Concept Formulation. The basic purpose of the Concept Formula-

tion Phase is to determine whether or not a proposed system warrants the -

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- .. -~‘—~~ -.. - - -—~~~~~~-- -...~~~~~~~~~~~~
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further expenditure of funds. Concept Formulation can be considered

both a defining and a weeding out process. The major output of this

phase is a description of a system which will fulfill the operational

needs of the user. The weeding out aspect of the process is the rejec-

tion of alternatives that do not satisfy user needs or are sub-optional

in terms of cost, schedule or performance. Another definition for the

Concept Formulation Phase might read as follows : To provide all the

necessary facts, data, analysis, studies and other pertinent information

which allows higher level decision makers to determine if a project is

necessary. A key attribute of this phase is the minima l expenditure

of funds.

The major elements of the Concept Formulation Phase are l isted

below: (15)

INPUTS:

1. Users’ Requ i rements and Operating Environment

2. Planning Criteria

3. Cost Estimating Techniques and Relationships

4. Resources required/available

FUNCTIONS:

1. Initial System Definition

2. Technologica l Alternatives Characteristics and Requirements

3. Feasibility Studies, Technical/Economical and Schedule

4. Cost/Benefit Comparisons

5. Selection of Most Promising Alternative

6. Engineering Refinement

7. Draft Functiona l Specification

8. Advanced Planning 

—-— . -
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OUTPUTS:

1. Program Descripti on

2. Draft System Performance Specification

3. Prel im inary Resources Requirements

4. Tentative Schedules

5. Cost Justifications

6. Subsystem Operating Concepts

Presented below are three figures which depict the Concept Formula-

tion Phase. Figure 4 was taken from AFSCM/AFLCM 375—7. (23) Figure 5

was taken from a Rand Corporation study on the management of software

acquisition. (24) Both of these depictions are accurate in their sub-

stance.

Looking at these models the reader can readily see that the AFSCM/

AFLCM 375-7 model emphasizes the procurement jargon and resulting docu-

ments at the expense of clarity. We can also see that the Rand version

is so simpl i fied that the reader does not really get a feeling for the

weeding out process. A proposed model is presented in Figure 6 to add

clarity to the picture of the total concept formulation environment. As

shown in Figure 6, a system (project or program) must pass a series of

hurdles prior to completing the concept formulation process. These

hurdles are designed to optimize the alternative approaches to the prob-

lem solution .

It is important to note here that the primary emphasis of this

phase i s on the major weapons system (aircraft, missi le , ship, etc.).

The subsystems (such as embedded computers) are considered from a func—

tional viewpoint; i.e., is the performance desired from the subsystem

technically possible? Attention to how the performance will be achieved
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is left to the validation phase. Only if the major system passes the

hurdles of concept formulation is it appropriate to expend funds to

determine how to achieve the subsystems ’ performance.

2. Validation. During this phase of activities the systems per-

formance requirements are translated into subsystems performance re-

quirements . These subsystem requirements , all taken together are in-

tended to meet the performance specified for the major system. The

first action of this phase is an analysis and evaluation to determine

the technical and economic adequacy of the proposed system requirements.

The completeness, effectiveness, and any deficiencies in the proposed

system are evaluated in light of the users ’ mission . The degree of tech-

nical risk is established . This analysis and evaluation process results

in a refinement of the original performance concepts , systems definition

and performance requi rements.

After the major system has been treated, each subsystem (e.g.

avionics, airframe, propulsion , etc.) is analyzed , evaluated and defined

in detail. The results of this subsystem activity is an operating con-

cept, performance requirements and a set of design requirements. These

concepts and requirements are then compiled into specification documents

which will govern all of the following development activities.

In parallel with the technical refining activities are the detailed

planning , cost estimating and scheduling activities . Plans are made for

the design , development, test, integration and eventual acceptance of

each major subsystem as well as the overall system. Detailed cost

estimates are accomplished and prelimi nary schedules are established .

The work of this phase is usually a joint effort between the Air Force

and a civilian contractor (or contractors), at least for major weapons 

~~~~~~~~~~ - - -. -- . .
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I

systems. The majority of this work is accomplished by the contractor

with the Air Force reviewing and approving .

The major elements of the validation phase are listed below: (15)

INPUTS:

1. Mission Requirements

2. User Operati ng Env i ronment

3. Planning Criteria

4. Subsystem Operating Concepts

5. Cost Estimating Technique and Relationships

6. Program Description

7. Draft System Performance Specification

8. Preliminary Resource Requirements

9. Tentative Schedules

10. Prel imi nary Cost Estimates

FUNCTIONS:

1. Requirement Analysis

2. Evaluation and Compatibility Studies

3. Developmental Planning

4. Contract Planning

5. Detailed Cost Estimating

6. Trade Off Studies

7. Developmental Tools Planning

8. Interface Definitions

9. Specification Preparation 

— --
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OUTPUTS:

1. Sys tem Specification

2. Subsystem Desi gn Specification

3. Schedules

4. Prelimi nary Test and Integration Plans

5. Results of Trade Off Studies

6. Detailed Cost /Benefit Studies of Al ternatives

7. Requirements Analysis

8. Operational and Developmental Plans

9. Detailed Cost Estimates

A simplified description of activities are contained in both the

Rand and AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7 versions of the validation phase , Figures 7

and 8. Both of these figures show the preparation of specifications as

the major validation activity . Actually, the validation activities as

previously stated are much more comprehensive than just specification

writing. Figure 9 shows the major elements of the validation process and

their interrelationships . Also shown is the decision point where other

proposed DOD systems compete for scarce resources (DSARC II).

DSARC is an acronym for the Defense Systems Acquisition Rev iew

Council. This body decides at specific points whether a system should be

recommended for funding and continuation into the next phase of its life

cycle.

Most authors who explain the acquisition of software (including em-

bedded computer software) do two things . First, they ignore the hardware

or only make passing references; second, they start the Concept Formula-

tion Phase with the analysis of software requirements and carry this
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analysis through the Validation Phase. The Development Phase starts

with coding, testing, debugging and parallel design efforts.

Although the above sequences may be desirable , instances of this

sequence happening are very few and far between. The reader may be

taken aback by this somewhat radical statement. I will not attempt to

prove this statement, but simply cite the authorities and some of the

evidence that points to this conclusion .

The author does not wish to say that some analysis of software does

not occur during the Concept Formulation and Validation Phases; but com-

pared to the indepth paper studies , analysis and even exploratory devel-

opmen t of hardware , software studies are so minimal as to be almost non-

existent. Software is studied and analyzed only enough to establish two

facts. First , the system can and should be control led to some degree by

software ; secon d , approximate software sizing activities are accomplished

to give a rough order of magnitude of the software costs.

A major function of the Validation Phase is to establish the per-

formance and design requirements specification . It is a recogni zed fact

that the programming of software is an abstract process. The logic of

software comes from the creative imagination of the programmer ’s mind.

No two people or groups of people think in the same thought patterns. I

think that this could well lead us to conclude that the people who are

go ing to do the actual programm ing are also the people who mus t do the

design analysis necessary to establishing software design and performance

requiremen ts.

Boehm in his excellent and often quoted article referred to the

software as secondary to hardware. His emphasis was that software deci-

sions and requirements should not wait until after the critical hardware

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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dec isions are made , but should be accomplished first. Boehm goes on to

state that 35% of the total software costs are spent on software analy-

sis. The cost of software is basically the cost of people , because

software comes from the minds of men . Both Boehm and Brooks show that

by adding men in an attempt to speed up a programming project, the pro-

ject becomes more confused and actually takes longer . (1) (25) I think

we are safe in stating that the cost of software in this sense can be

related directly to the time required for those efforts. The assumption

here is that the programming team size is constant. This lends credence

to the assumption that 35% (analysis) of the total software effort

certainly is not completely accomplished during the Validation Phase.

This author has personal knowledge of at least one project where

the software development specification was not completed until at least

two years af ter start of the Full Sca le Develo pment Phase.

A recent software study performed by the Johns Hopkins Applied

Physics Laboratory found that,

“Despite the implications in the DSARC II review that an ade-
quate design and costing basis must exist , current directi ves
are vague or’ the formal requirements for the validation phase
of the acquisition process.” (2,2-3)

The study went on to recomend that directives require comprehensive

analysis and definition of software during the validation phase as well

as har dware . For thi s recommendation to be ma de, obviously, software

analysis and definition were not normal ly accomplished during validation ,

at least at the time of this study.

We also f ind tha t,

“In the structure of the RDTE (Research Development Test and
Evalua tion) program , advanced development is stated to include
all projects that have moved into development of hardware for
test. This is generally in systems where basic research and

-- - -~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - ~rn---.-- -~-.- .- - -~ -------
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explora tory develo pment have been completed in all areas
except software. Software exploratory development and basic
tool building are usually done during the development stage.”
(6, 2-3)

The situa tion becomes even clearer if we look at some of the la test

recommended changes. The Joint Office of the Secretary/Services Weapons

System Steering Commi ttee for the resolution of Software problems , recom-

mended directives be established that require the following software

studies be performed duri ng the Concept Formulation and Validation

Phases . (6)

1. Software Requirements

2. Risk Analysis

3. Plann ing

4. Preliminary Design

5. In terface Con trol

6. Integration

It was also recomended that the embedded computer software be mandator-

ially established as configuration items. Designation as a configura-

tion item establishes the level of management concern, attention, con-

trol and tracking . Up until now the software could be designated as

either a configuration item or a critical item. The term critical item

designates a much lower level of concern , attention , control and track-

ing during the procurement process. A major difference between the two

items is that configuration i tem development specifi cations are an input

to Full Scale Development and critical i tem development specifications

are a product of Full Scale Development. Another important recommended

requirement was that an overall computer resource plan be developed be-

fore Full Scale Development. These three specific items are accomplished

for the hardware portion of an Embedded Computer System prior to the

L~1. - .~~~~~~---. — _



start of Ful l Scale Development. For software generally these i tems are

a produc t of the Fu ll Scale Devel opment Process.

These facts l ead us to the conclusion that the hardware and sof t-

ware activities during the Validation and the Development phases are

significantly offset. We can define the activities of the Validation

Phase for software as the analysis and definition activities (including

exploratory development), basic tool building and the development of the

software performance and design specifications , which occur during the

Full Scale Development Phase. Figure 10 is a representation of the

hardware/software offset in validati on activities .

3. Ful l Scale Development. Because of the characteristics of the

Val idation Phase we mus t now break the Full Scale Devel opment (F SD)

Phase into four separate par ts. In this phase of the acqu isition cycle

we wi l l cover hardware develo pment, software validation (analysis),

software development and testing .

a. Hardware Development. The hardware phase of FSD covers all the

work necessary to build one or more prototypes for testing. The devel-

opment of hardware can be general ly broken down into the stages listed

below .

1. Prel iminary Analysis and Design

2. Critical Analysis and Design

3. Building of Prototypes —

4. Developmenta l Testing

5. Verification Testing

6. Validation Testing

During the preliminary design the devel oper and buyer gain an in-

creased confidence in the feasibility , cost an d per formance of the

_  _ _ _  - - ~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~~- ,.~~~~~~~ - --
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system through an indepth look at the system concepts . This phase does

not normally result in drawings for fabrication. Major modules and their

interfaces are defined . Functional flow diagrams are prepared. General

layout drawings may be prepared . Brassboarding and testing of critical

components may occur. Maintainability and reliability requirements are

addressed. Preliminary plans for further development , test, manufacture ,

installation , integration and support are developed . The results of the

preliminary design review are inputs to the next stage, which is the

critical design. (26)

In the critical design stage the recommendations of the prelimina ry

design review are implemented . The work in this stage is the detailing

of design and analysis necessary to build the prototype. Detailed

drawings for fabrication and part selections are made. Basic packaging

decisions are made. If the basic processor has not already been selected

in the preliminary design phase, it will be selected here. Building of

prototypes although listed separately, occurs during the critical design

process. Developmental testing also starts during this phase. Often a

number of preproduction prototypes will be fabricated to allow various

activities to occur simultaneously. For example , because of the delay

(or offset) in the beginning of software activities , the design , coding

and implementation of the software may occur simultaneously with relia-

bility, environmental and other developmental testing of the hardware.

The end of the critical design stage will be a critical design re-

view . The detailed design is generally completed at this point. Be-

cause validation/verification and integration testing require the 
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integration of the software into the total system they will be covered

after the software development.

b. Software Validation. The discussion thus far may have led the

reader to believe that the software and hardware development processes

are separate activities . The software analysis (validation) starts

with the input of the overall performance requirements specification for

the embedded computer system. An analysis is performed in conjunction

with the preliminary design of the hardware to determine the software!

hardware interactions required to supply the system performance func-

tions. From these interactions the software operating and design con-

cepts are completed and documented in a software performance and desi gn

specifi cation . The primary reason why the initial software development

should be termed validation is because the creation of the development

specification is a validation function.

c. Software Development. The actual software development can be

broken down into five stages.

1. Basic Tool Building

2. Prel iminary Design

3. Critical Design

4. Code and Debugging

5. Develo pmental Tes ting

The basic tool building stage is used to build such support tools

as compi lers , env i ronmen tal simula tors , documentation aids , test case

genera tors , test data, man agement systems , assemb lers , system exerc isers ,

stan dards enforcers , special computer consoles or other necessary tools.

(27)

L~.
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During the preliminary design stage, analysis and tradeoffs are per-

formed to determine alternative approaches to the computer programming

problem. The design approach is selected during this activity . The pro-

gramming technique , such as top-down programing, ego-less programing or

chief programer team programming, is selected. Compatibility require-

ments are def ined, such as interface definitions , timing, messa ge formats

and available computer memory. Other activities are:

1. Definition of Inputs/Outputs

2. Designation of Programing Tasks

a. Components

b . Modules

3. Data Base Descr i ption

4. Func tional Fl ows are Created .

5. Al l oca tion of Stora ge

6. Costs and Schedules are Updated

7. Development of Initial Test Plans

At the end of the preliminary desi gn a formal preliminary design

review (PDR) is hel d prior to continuing. This may consist of briefings ,

discussions and documentation analysis to determine if the software

development is ready to continue to the critical design stage.

During the critical design stage those detailed design activities

are accompl ished wh ich are necessary pr ior to actual codi ng of the

software. The individual and system program flows are finalized. Pre-

l iminary test plans and procedures are finalized . Preliminary test

plans and procedures are submitted for approval . A major result of the

critical (detail) design process is the compilation of the major portions

of data necessary to describe the computer software product. This data
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will become the proposed product specification at the end of the valida-

tion verification process.

The critical desi gn review is now held to insure the design is

sufficiently mature to permi t start of the actual coding. Also the

testing procedures and plans are a major focus of this review .

During the coding stage the flow charts are converted to lines of

coded instructions. The programming process is usually accomplished on a

module or subroutine basis. The module or subroutine is then desk

checked for illegal expressions, logic errors and deviations from pro-

graming standards . The subrouti nes or modules are then put through

developmental testing with the special software tools such as simulators

or special test cases. After sufficient modules have been checked out

they are then compiled and assembled into a larger computer program seg-

ment which can then be tested and the process is repeated until the

entire software program has been compiled and assembled and developmenta l

testing performed. The computer program now is ready to enter the formal

testing stages. Thus far the principle outputs of the hardware and soft-

ware development have been: (15)

1. Computer Program Development Specification

2. Test Plans and Procedures

3. Draw i ngs

4. Flow Char ts

5. Computer In put an d Ou tput Formats

6. Source Program Statement (listings )

7. Object Program in Machine Language

d. Testing. During the testing stage two types of tests are per-

formed--verification testing and validation testing. Verification

~~~ ~~~~~~~~ - — - — -— .-~ ~~- -~~~- - — - .~~~~~~-. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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testing is sometimes referred to as systems integration testing . During

validation testing both the hardware and software are tested separately

against their requirements as spelled out in the specifications. The

object of this testing is to determine if the specified requirements will

be met. After successfully compl eting the validation testing the soft-

ware and hardware are combined together and subjected to verification

testing . Verification testing is essentially the application of input!

output analysis to results obtained under a simulated operational envi-

ronment. The results are then used to determine the degree of satisfac-

tion of the user ’s requirements . The testing methodology is generally

as follows : 
-

1. Conduct a sequence of tests.

2. Anal ysis of resul ts to determine how well requirements are met.

3. Initiate modifications as necessary to correct defic5.encies.

4. Continue/repeat tests as necessary unti l all test objectives are

met. 
.

5. Document the results .

The testing phase normal ly ends with an audit of all performance

functions . This audit is used to document that the performance require-

ments have been met. Once the audit (Functional Configuration Audit) has,

been completed the system has been qualified for production . An audit is

performed at the same time to establish the product identification . This

audit (Physical Configuration Audit) is used to verify that the technica l

documentation is compl ete and a true description of the product quali-

fied . The Figures 11 and 12 are taken from Air Force Manual 375-7 and

the Rand Corporation study. We can see that neither figure gives us a

clear understanding of the relationships between hardware and software

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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during the Full Scale Development phase of the procurement. Figure 13

shows the general relationships and the total life cycle covered to this

point. Figure 14 shows the relationship among the hardware and software

tasks. The dotted lines show relationships which although real are

never formalized .

4. Production. In traditiona l procurement models , production is

depicted as a bl ock of time , after which operation and maintenance

starts. Actually, in a multiple i tem procurement operation and mainte-

nance will start very shortly after the first production item rolls off

the assembly line . The first item or i tems are deployed to the field

and run through a shakedown process to certify that they are operation-

ally ready. So we can see from Figure 15 that there are parallel produc-

tion , deployment and operational/maintenance phases . The relationship of

these phases is described below.

During the production five separate and parallel activities are

accomplished . The software is duplicated and accepted by the Air Force.

The hardware items are sequentially manufactured over a long period of

time. The hardware is sequentially accepted on a one-time basis. Activ-

ities necessary for the support of the hardware and software are accom-

plished . These production activities are depicted in Figures 16 and 17.

The software production activities amount to nothing more than

dupl ication and acceptance of the software programs developed during the

Ful l Scale Development phase . This duplication and acceptance can be

accomplished in a matter of days.

During the software support stage two major activities can be

expected to occur. First , the technica l writing and editing is accom-

plished to finalize the user maintenance and operation documents . The 
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second activity is that of training the user’s personnel to opera te and

maintain the system. Training materials are prepared if they have not

been previously developed during the Full Scale Development phase. The

training program is then conducted . Training may be through briefing or

formal classroom instructions . Two separate and distinct types of

maintenance training must be provided for. The user ’s personnel must be

trained to maintain the equipment and the software.

The last activity of the production phase is the acceptance of both

the software and hardware. Previously during the development phase tests

were designed and specified for acceptance. These tests are designed to

demonstrate that the hardware and software comply with their production

acceptance requirements . When the equipment and software pass their

acceptance test we have established with confidence that they will per-

form satisfactorily in their operational environment .

5. Deployment. Deployment activities take place in two different

ways. First, in the normal sense each individual system must be deployed

to the field before normal operations can start. The other deployment

concept is that of initial system deployment. The initial system deploy-

ment activities are essentially a shakedown cruise. The system is taken

to the field and installed . In the case of aircraft systems, the equip-

ment is normally installed at the factory. Field installation activity

for a ircraf t systems is generall y concerne d with the placemen t, check ou t

of support equipment and other preparations for support activities .

After the systems and their support functions are in place , user testing

is accomplished . The purpose of this testing is to assure that the

system performs properly In the operational environment under live con-

ditions. The output of this stage is a formal declaration by the user 
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that the system is ready for normal operations (Initial Operating Capa-

bility).

6. Operation, Maintenance and Retirement. Operation of an Embedded

Computer System is the performance of its mission on a regular basis.

Because operation is so readily understood we will skip discussion of

operational activities . Because of the unique differences between hard-

ware and software we must break the maintenance activities into two

separate and distinct types of activities .

Hardware as a component will degrade over use and time . Mechanical

parts wear out . Electrical components fail. Electrical characteristics

of components may change requiring electrical adjustments and alignments .

The hardware maintenance activities are to put the equipment back into

the physical condition (specifications) that it was prior to the failure .

This requires the use of technical data , testing equipment and a spare

parts inventory.

Software does not fail in the same way that hardware fails. Soft-

ware does not degrade over its use or time . It is not subject to the

sudden and catastrophic failures that hardware is. One of the unique

features of software is its consistency. Software will perform in the

same mann er every time. If the program has errors those errors wi ll

remain constant and always occur. In the operational phase the failures

of sof tware are not a cessa tion of the program ’s opera tion , but rather

the recogni tion of errors which have been i n the sof tware a ll al ong . So

we can say tha t the sof tware ma intenance activi ties are the correc tion of

errors and modi f ica tions of the program to improve system capa bi l iti es.

Modifications are also improvements which are necessary to upgrade systems

capabilities , because of the changing operational environment.



Requirements are projected early in the system life cycle, but they must

be continually revi sed as the situation changes , The revisions , correc-

tions and modifications are in essence a redevelopment through the

design , code and testing processes covered prev iousl y in the Ful l Scale

Development Phase.
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IV. MODEL EVALUATION

Research was conducted at the Air Force Systems Comand Aeronautical

Systems Division located at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The

purpose to be served by this field research was to validate the various

aspects of the thesis. The first topic to be investiga ted was the nature

of the problems faced by the managers charged wi th the responsibility of

acquiring ECS. Specifically, does ECS still represent a major acquisi-

tion problem? The second area to be investigated was the detailed know-

ledge of the participants . The knowledge level of the participants was

used to gauge the usefulness of the answers received. In addition , the

question to be answered was--can the expertise available at the working

level be enhanced by a better understanding of the hardware/software

interfaces during the acquisition process? And , the last subject covered

was--does this attempt to model the ECS acquisition process provide an

accurate and heretofore unavailable aid to managers ’ understanding of

ECS?

The field research was carr ied out throu gh the use of an in terv iew

questionnaire (Appendix A). The subjects for the interview were limi ted

to only one organization ; namely, the F-l5 System Program Office. It is

felt that because of the nature of the subject matter , a clearer pi cture

could be formed by interviewing a select group from a single organiza-

tion. In this way, continuity of thought was maintained throughout the

interviews. Experienced practitioners from the various disl.ipl i nes

represented in a single Systems Program Office were chosen as partici-

pants. Appendix B provides a list of those who were interviewed .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _  - -
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There was a unanimous agreement among all the participants that the

management of ECS acquisiti on represents a major problem within the DOD

and industry . The specific problems given emphasis depended to a great

extent upon what management function the interviewee was responsible for.

For example, project managers had a great deal of concern for the ques-

tion of how to measure the percentage completion of the software portion

of the system. Engineeri ng managers were concerned about how to validate

and verify that the product is what it is supposed to be, while config-

ura tion mana gers were concerned about how to descr ibe and documen t the

software product such that the user would be able to organically modify

and update the system after deployment. To this date , it was felt that

none of the problems of Figure 1 had been completely resolved . Gener-

all y, the managers interviewed fel t that their level of knowledge and

ex per ti se ha d increased sign if ican tly over the las t few years . I t was

felt that while problems remained , a l earn ing process was occurr ing an d

that things in a management sense are improving , even if only slowly.

All of the participants agreed that the present educational process

for Air Force ECS managers is basically a learn-while-doing process, and

that a basic understanding of the hardware/software interfaces must form

the founda tion for learn ing an d improv ing the mana gement of the ECS
acqu isiti on process. The mana gers were asked to evalua te Figure 18 as a

represen tation of the concepts, tasks and hardware/software interrela-

tionships during the ECS acquisition process. All of the participants

felt that the model depicted in Figure 18 was essentially an accurate

and adequate depiction of the ECS acquisition process in its present

state. It is very interesting to note that the more directly involved

with and more knowledgeable about ECS the participant was the more he 

-- --—~~~~~~ - - - - - -
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tended to agree that Figure 18 was an accurate description of the current

acquisition model. One participant who had the most experience (fourteen

years) was in complete agreement with the model. Other participants

recoumiended minor changes. These changes were incorporated where they

would add clarity , and not incorporated if they added confusing details. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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V. CONCLUSION

As stated earlier , one of the major obstacles to effective manage-

ment for ECS has been the lack of understanding of the complicated

acquisition process. The transfer of knowledge and understanding from

those who have some degree of expertise to those who do not has been

almost nonexistent. This attempt to provide a basic reference document

has been successful . The usefulness of this description of the ECS

acquisition process, as it exists today, was verified by all of the

participants during the field evaluation activities . The participants

felt that the model could become a useful tool to ECS acquisition

managers .

It was found during the field research that the indications of the

software activities lagging behind the hardware activities were in fact

true. It was verifi ed that hardware decisions and activities were the

driving force during most ECS acquisitions. The validation/verification

testing activities were found to be confusing and in need of clarifica-

tion . This need for clarifi cation was also indicated by the profusion

of different definitions found in the literature . Only the most know-

ledgeabl e ma’iagers were found to have an indepth appreciation for the

software production process. Software production generally related well

to hardware devel opment activi ties . The duplication of software gener-

all y relates well to the reproduction of data . The thesis , although not

advocating these definitions , was able to clearly show this relationship.

The research d id not inclu de a deta i led anal ysi s and descr ipti on

of the process for accomplishing the various tasks required during the 
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acqu i siti on process. Further resear ch shou ld be performed to explain

and describe in great detail how to perform each step during the acqui—

F sition process.

In the past, attempts to describe and explain acquisition tasks

have been overly dependent upon emphasizing existing rules , regulations,

requirements and documents to the detriment of understanding . I believe

that the ECS acquisition tasks must be explained in the general terms of

goals to be accomplished and how to arrive at those goals in a technical

sense rather than just meeting administrative - ‘equirements. Each orga-

nization has differing administrative standards , and explaining tasks in

terms of one organization ’s requirements is not readily transferable to

another organization . A good example of the type of research needed

might be Physical Configuration Audits (PCA) of ECS software. Generally

speaking, the goal of a PCA is to establish that the documents describ-

ing an item are a true and accurate description . At present there is a

great confusion as to what PCA means and how to accomplish it. Is PCA

simply the measurement of the size and placement of holes on a (paper)

computer tape? Or , is it a detailed analysis of flow charts and list-

ings in comparison wi th an actual computer program to determine compati-

bility and accuracy?

Figure 1 breaks ECS costs down into hardware and software cost

categories . Additional research is needed to validate these cost cate-

gories . Possibly ECS costs should be broken down into three separate

categories--hardware , sof tware an d system cos ts. Har dware costs woul d

be only those costs to develop and produce the hardware as a single

entity . Software costs would be those costs to develop and dupl i cate

the software as a single entity . System costs would be all of those

I 
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costs occurring because the hardware and software are wedded together as

an integrated functioning system. In other words, those costs which

would not have occurred if software and hardware were not integrated into

a single system. To accomplish this task, an accounting system which

will separate the costs must be developed (implemented). At present, few

ECS programs have an accounting system which shows software costs.

It should be noted here that although the field evaluation showed

that this model represents the current state of the acquisition process,

all of the participants agreed with the author ’s assessmen t tha t th is

model is not adequa te for today ’s needs. It is fel t tha t the sof tware

mus t be given more attention , software efforts must start earlier , and a

un i f ied systems approach must be used for Embedded Computer Systems . 

—-~~~--- — -- — ——-- ~~~~~-~~ - ----_ .-
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW GU IDE

1. Name _______________________________________

2. Position ________________________________________

3. Establishment of qualifications.

a. Are you now or have you been in the past, involved wi th the

acquisition of Embedded Computer Systems (ECS)?

b. How many years have you been associated with the acquisition of

computer systems?

4. Do you th i nk the acqu i sition of Embedded Computer Systems presen ts

problems to mana gement in general , and your organization specif i-

cally?

5. Do you agree that the spiraling cost of ECS is a major acquisition

probl em?

6. Which of the following would you say is the most pressing , urgent

and significant when considering ECS acquisitions?

a. Contracting methods

b. Management techniques

c. The state of the technical art

d. Others. Please list.

7. Do you agree that some of the problems in ECS acquisition are due to

the rap id growth in the use of ECS , which has not been accompanied

by appropriate growth management techniques and procedures? 
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8. When considering management techniques and methodologies , which of

the following are problematic? Indicate major problems (MP), no

problem (NP) or unknown (UK).

______ 
a. Tracking the system ’s progress.

______ 
b. Defining the hardware and software requirements.

______ 
c. Understanding the hardware and software relationships at

each phase of the system ’s acquisition cycle.

______ 
d. Defining the software product.

______ 
e. Validating and verifying.

______ 
f. Defining and then impl ementing milestones for the ECS

acquis ition .

9. Do you agree that at present there is not a clear understanding at

the work ing level , of the har dwa re/sof tware ECS acqu i siti on process?

10. Do you agree that if the problems of cost and management of ECS are

to be solved that a good pl ace to start wi th is a clear understand-

ing of the ECS acqu isition process?

11. Would you characterize the preparation and training for ECS acquisi-

tion managers as extensive, or would you characterize the prepara-

tion as a learn-while-doing process?

12. Would you characterize your evaluation of the attached model as:

a. Complete agreement.

b. Total disagreement.

c. Need for improvement. Please list your suggestions for improve-

men t.

d. Other comments concerning the future directions for further

research and problem solv ing.

_ _  -
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13. Sound management practices for the acquisition of software are

often availabl e, but are not alwa ys followed . True or False?

Please explain.

14. The process of defining software requirements does not normally in-

clude total life cycle considerations . True or False? Please

coment.

15. Software indirect costs are often much greater than software di rect

costs. True or False. Please explain your answer.

16. Meaningful management information is often unavailable when needed ,

because of a lack of consistent practices for feedback of software

management information. True or False? Comment.

17. What portion of the total acquisition efforts, conceptual ization

through operation and maintenance , does the software represent?

18. Software requirements, risk analysis, planning , preliminary design ,

interface definition occur during the Full Scale Development

activities . True or False? Please comment.

19. Hardware development and construction is normally initiated so

early that software is of ten forced to accept changes (because of

hardware problems) without appropriate engineering and desi gn .

True or False? Please explain your answer.

20. Since software is uniquely different from hardware, the management

schemes, techniques and procedures set up for Hardware will not

work for sof tware.

21. Many hardware inadequacies can be easily offset by simple software

changes. True or False? Please explain your answer.
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22. Acquisition of software can be treated as a production-like pro-

cess , similar to the procurement of standard off-the-shelf items of

hardware.

23. Support of software in operational systems is much the same as

maintenance of hardware. True or False? Please comment.

24. Acquisition management for Embedded Computer Systems must adopt a

total systems approach to acquisition . True or Fal se? Please

exp la in your answer .

25. The interre lati onsh ip s between har dware ~nd software activities

dur in g al l phases of a system ’s li fe cycle is well un derstood .

True or Fal se? Please explain your answer.

26. It has been asserted that software as opposed to hardware lies on

the critical path of most Embedded Computer Systems procurements.

Do you bel ieve it would be desirabl e to have the software analysis

and design start earlier in the acquisition process than it does

now?

27. Some authors insist that hardware decisions and c’esign determine

and limit software alternatives . Do you believe that Hardware!

Software trade offs are made, or are the softwa re des ign concepts

driven by hardware decisions already made? Please explain.

28. The management techniques , policies and procedures are not the

source of most problems ; rather, the implementati on and understand-

ing of l i fe cycle procureme nt rel ati onsh ips at the work ing level is

the source of most software problems. How do you feel about this

statement?
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF PEOPLE INTERVIEWED

1. Beauva is, Maur ice, Lt. Col., USAF

Radar Warn ing Rece iver Project Mana ger

Directora te for Develo pment and Opera tions

Deputy for F-l5,fJEPO Systems Program Office

Wr ight Pa tterson A ir Force Base , Ohio

2. Calves , Clif ton , Major, USAF

Ch ief Software TEWS Di v ision

Directorate of Integrated Logisti cs Support

Deputy for F-l5/JEPO Systems Program Office

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

3. Ell iott, Gilbert, Captain, USAF

Configuration Management Officer (TEWS)

Directora te of Confi gura tion Mana gement

Deputy for F-l5/JEPO Systems Program

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Oh io

4. Grosso, Frank, Captain, USAF

Ch ief Specificat ion Main tenance Branch

Directorate of Configuration Management

Deputy for F-15/JEPO Systems Program Office

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio ‘ 
-
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5. Konomos, George

Techn ical Director AFAL/TEWS

A ir Force Avionics Laboratory

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

6. Thompson, Kenneth, Lt. Col., USAF

Chief Configuration Control Division

Directora te of Conf igura tion Mana gement

Deputy for F-l5/JEPO Systems Program Office

Wri ght Patterson Air Force Base , Ohio

7. Wilson , Arthur J., Lt. Col., USAF

F-15 Support Equipment Project Manager

- . Directorate for Development and Operations

Deputy for F-l5/JEPO Systems Program Office

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
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